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The document includes a list of the LHC bus bars and their reference drawings per 
magnet type, and specifically: 
 The Main Bending magnets, also called MB, 
 The Magnet Quadrupoles, the MQs, 
 The quadrupoles in the LHC Dispersion Sections, MQDS, 
 The quadrupoles in the Matching Sections, named MQMs, 
 The Cryogenic Connections (CC) and  
 The DFB shuffling modules. 
   
2. Bus bars in the Main Bending magnets 
Two different sets of bus bars for the two types of bending magnets: they will be 
named MBA for the Main Bending type A and MBB for the Main Bending type B. 
Each set will be composed by a dipole bus bar set, named DCBA and DCBB, a 
focusing quadrupole, indicated as MQFMBA and MQFMBB, and a defocusing 
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For more details concerning to the MB bus bar structure tree and its reference 
drawings, please refer to Annex 1. 
3. Bus bars in the Quadrupole Magnets 
Four types of Quadrupole Magnets, also indicated as MQ, are installed in the LHC: 
80 magnets type A, 184 type B, 8 type C and 88 quadrupole magnets type D. 
These types of MQs are all composed by the same four bus bar profiles, as shown 
in Figure 2: 
 Profile Y, defocusing bus bars, 162 sets installed in LHC, 
 Profile W, focusing bus bars, 118 sets installed in LHC, 
 Profile X, defocusing bus bars, 20 sets installed in LHC, 














Each profile is then made of a dipole bus bar, a quadrupole focusing and a 
quadrupole defocusing, a stabilizer and a diode line. 
See annex 2 for the complete structure tree details and the reference drawings. 
4. Bus bars in the dispersion section quadrupoles 
The information related to the bus bars for quadrupoles in the LHC Dispersion 
Sections, also named MQDS, is classified in the LHC literature following three 
different criteria: assembly solutions of the quadrupole, dimension of the bus bar, 
function of the quadrupole in the beam.  
The assembly solutions are basically three and are indicated as MQTA, MQTC and 
MQTG.  
Depending form the length of the bus bars, the bus bars are also classified as 
category AC, corresponding to a 7720 total length, and category G, corresponding 
to a 9120 total length. 
MQ 
Type A, B, C and D 
Profile Y defocusing (162) 
Profile V focusing (60) 
Profile W focusing (118) 
Profile X defocusing (20) 
Figure 2: the four types of LHC MQs – A, B, C and D – are all composed 
by four main families of bus bars  - profile Y, W, X and V.    
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Finally the bus bars are also classified with the function of the quadrupole in the 
tunnel as type F, for the focusing quadrupoles, and type D, for the defocusing 
ones. Also in this case, each sets is composed of a dipole bus bar, a focusing and 
a defocusing quadrupole bus bar, a stabilizer and a diode connection. 
See annex 3 for the structure tree details and the reference drawings. 
5. 13 ka Bus bars trough the matching section Quads 
Basically the design of the bus bars going through the MQM does not change, 
apart for the total length.  
The four different lengths of the quadrupoles, in this LHC area, give four different 
families of bus bars: one for the MQMA and B, one for the MQMC and D, another 
for the MQMH and I and a fourth one for the MQMF. 
Notwithstanding this dimensional difference, the geometrical design is the same 
and they are all composed by the same sets of bus bars: a dipole set in M3, a 
defocusing quadrupole set in M2 and a focusing quadrupole set in M1. 
See annex 4 for the structure tree details and the reference drawings. 
6. Cryogenic connection bus bars 
Seventeen Cryogenic Connections, also named CC in the text, are installed in the 
LHC machine; sixteen of them have basically the same design. The only 
difference consists in the global length of the bus bar, with the so called quote L 
corresponding to 13652 mm or 12710 in the reference drawings.  
The only exception to this rule is the set of bus bars for the DFBAK Cryogenic 
Connection. For the latter a specific set of drawing has been developed. 
See annex 5 for the details related to this family of bus bars. 
7. DFBA shuffling modules bus bars 
The 13kA bus bars are routed in the DFBA Shuffling Modules though the usual 
M1, M2 and M3 line to be connected with 2 or 6 current leads depending from the 
position in the LHC tunnel. 
In the DFBAA, B, E, F, I, J, M and N, at the LHC point 1, 3, 5 and 7 – left and 
right side – the two dipole bus bars are routed via the M3 line to connect the 
current leads 02 and 03 in the current module.  
In the DFBAC, D, G, H, K, L, O and P, at the point 2, 4, 6, and 8 – left and right – 
six bus bars pass though the M1, M2 and M3 lines to connect the current leads 14 
to 19 to the machine.    
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DCBA BB int. 
LHCDCBHA001
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DCBB BB int. 
LHCDCBHA000
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Figure 4: list of the bus bars components with the reference drawings for the Main Bending magnets type A. 
MQFMBA CM assy 
LHCDCQHA0001 














DCBA BB int. 
LHCDCBHA0013 
DCBA BB ext. 
LHCDCBHA0014 
DCBA coil outlet 
LHCDCBHA0030 
DCBA CM assy 
LHCDCBHA0009 
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DCBB BB int. 
LHCDCBHA0006 












DCBB coil outlet 
LHCDCBHA0027 
 
DCBB CM assy 
LHCDCBHA0001 







MQFMBB CM assy 
LHCDCQHA0038 
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Type A (x 80), B (x 184), C (x 8) and D (x 88) 
4 bus bar profiles 
Profile Y def. (162) 
LHCLQMYS0001 
Profile W foc. (118) 
LHCLQMWS0001 
Profile X def. (20) 
LHCLQMXS0001 










































Figure 6: list of the bus bars components with the reference drawings for the Quadrupole Magnets. The bus bars are classified in the four families – Y, W, X, V – 
which give all the MQ assembly possibilities. 
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Figure 7: the bus bars for the quadrupoles in the LHC Dispersion Section are classified in the LHC literature per category (AC or G), assembly solution 
(MQTA, MQTC and MQTG) or function (focusing and defocusing). 
MQM 
4 sets corresponding to  







Figure 8: four sets of bus bars for the quadrupoles in the LHC Matching 
Section depending fro  their length. 
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13 and 12 m long 
M1 and M2 























Figure 9: the bus bars for the Cryogenic Connections are basically divided in two groups: 13m and 12m long bus bars. Only one 
exception for the DFBAK Cryo Connection which has a specific design.  
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Schuffling Modules DFB 
Type x 6 BB 
LHCDFBAO0403 
Type x 2 BB 
LHCDFBAA0059 
DFBAA, B, E, F, I, J, M, N  
LHC P1, 3, 5, 7 L and R 
 
DFBAC, D, G, H, K, L, O, P  






















Figure 10: two families of bus bars for the Shuffling Modules of the 
DFBAs with 2 or 6 bus bars and their LHC reference dwgs. 
